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Canadian-made) sofas and beds with mattress-
es that hydraulically lift up to reveal storage.  
The emphasis here is on simplicity – clean-lined 
furniture that adapts to any space. Solid-wood 
beds with drawers and modular sofas sell like 
hotcakes. 707 QUEEN ST W  416 362 5222  MON-WED & SaT 

11-7, THU & FRI 11-8, SUN 12-6  BLVDINTERIORS.COM

BoConcept
Located in the Vü condo building, Denmark’s 
largest furniture retailer offers affordable 
functionality and modern luxury with ample 
customizable options. On-staff consultants  
will help you furnish an entire space: be sure to 
check out Cupertino, a multi-functional compact 
worktable (in black or white, with oak detailing) 
that doubles as a home audio system (thanks to 

integrated, hi-fi Bluetooth speakers), and  
the artsy accessories for that finishing touch. 
230 aDELaIDE ST E  647 352 8802  MON-WED & SaT 10-6,  

THU & FRI 10-7, SUN 12-5  BOCONCEPT.Ca 

Calligaris 
Despite its nearly centenarian status, this Italian 
manufacturer’s showroom is distinctly energetic, 
with vibrant and practical furniture for every room 
and taste at every turn. The Factory sideboard 
by Design Lab comes in three finishes, with a 
choice of cheerfully hued metal legs; Studio 28’s 
rounded-corner Match coffee table updates the 
’60s look with a range of colours and materials; 
and the Alameda headboard features two individ- 
ually adjustable upholstered sections. 170 KING ST E  

416 504 2959  MON-FRI 11-8, SaT 10-6, SUN 12-5  CaLLIGaRIS.COM

Casalife
Condo dwellers head to this sprawling showroom 
for sustainably made, multi-purpose furniture 
with a bit of panache. The knowledgeable staff 
helps customers navigate the several living  
and bedroom vignettes stocked with bold lighting; 
slim, yet cushy fold-out sofas from American 
Leather; and Casalife’s own line of solid walnut 
beds with storage – all in styles ranging from mid- 
mod elegant to of-the-now chic. 171 EaST LIBERTY ST  

416 922 2785  MON & TUE 11-6, WED-FRI 11-8, SaT 10-6, SUN 11-5  

 CaSaLIFE.COM 

Caviar20 
Founder Troy Seidman honed his expertise by 
writing art market reports and attending top 

RADform

 Graphic wallpaper and 
neon signs amp up  
this white, boxy space, 

but it’s the dining room table  
at the front of the store that really 
nabs your attention. Part classic, 
part contemporary, the Creazioni 
piece looks like two tables cut in 
half and harmoniously reconfigured 
($6,620).

This style – bare settings brought 
to life by bold pieces – is the 
trademark of architect turned 
interior designer, and RADform 
owner, Golbou Rad. Twelve years 
ago, Rad was designing condos  
at architectsAlliance, but she 
shifted her focus to interiors after 
furnishing a developer’s model 
suite. She soon found herself 
running her own firm.

In sourcing products for clients, 
she discovered two lines that 
celebrate unflinching aesthetic 
mash-ups: Italy’s Creazioni puts 
eccentric new twists on old styles, 
while France’s Ibride (or hybride ) 
has a range of animal-inspired 
pieces that include a fire-engine 
red nightstand propped up on 
ostrich legs. 

Feeling that Toronto – with plenty 
of options for stark, modern furni-
ture – was overdo for amusing  
new arrivals, Rad opened her retail 
space. A walk around reveals 

contemporary selections with 
whimsical flourishes, and 
traditional furniture upholstered in 
unexpected fabrics (think comic 
book print). In one corner, a seat 
that could easily be the love child 
of a Le Corbusier lounger and  
a disco ball; in another, a slip- 
covered chair with contrasting 
seams mingles oddly but perfectly 
with a Scandinavian-style  
writing desk in turquoise.

SHOP HERE FOR: Statement 
furniture and accessories with 
personality. Most of RADform’s 
eye-catching inventory is available 
in dozens of colour and fabric 
combinations (so safe, tonal 
options are still at hand). Along-
side furniture, lighting and 
wallpaper, RADform offers small 
curios, such as crystal skulls, 
porcelain rockets and gilded  
trash cans.

BEST BET: Creazioni’s Poldino 
side table in a high-gloss finish 
pops in deep purple ($2,640).  
Its bowed legs are ornately embel-
lished, while its drawer handles 
are shaped like small paws. 
BY ERIC MUTRIE

201 FREDERICK ST, STE #103  
416 955 8282 
MON-FRI 10-6, SaT 11-5  
RaDFORM.COM
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